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ACCORDING TO DEBORAH MONTGOMERIE,

"[historians have spilled rivers of ink

discussing die impact of World War II on women's roles." This scholarship has
gone well beyond believing the official wartime propaganda — that the war
revolutionized women's work by laying out the welcome mat for their participation
in the paid labour force — to elucidate the ways in which women's wartime work
contributions were being underscored as temporary and unusual at the same time
as they were ostensibly being praised. Yet, as Montgomerie argues, "[djespite the
strengths of this scholarship, we are still struggling to understand the specific
mechanisms by which such ideological continuity was maintained." More specifically, what were the mechanisms used to ensure that the pre-war ideology concerning gender roles persisted through the war to be largely reinstated in the post-war
era?
To date, scholarship on representations of women's work has concentrated on
the text created by government and media. By centering our analysis on a different
type of text — a warplant company newspaper — we wish to extend this dialogue.
This paper explores how the wartime newspaper Aircrafter, produced by the
Canadian Car and Foundry Company Limited (Can Car) in Fort William, functioned as one such mechanism of ideological continuity through its representation
!
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and construction of women's identities as workers within the local context of a
northwestern Ontario community and the broader context of the Allied war effort.
We argue that the efficacy of this ideological mechanism resided in the comprehensive way in which different rhetorical styles and varied sections of the newspaper — the front page news and pictures, the editorial page, the women's page
entitled "The Feminine Touch," and the cartoons scattered throughout — collectively conveyed an ambivalent attitude that both praised and questioned women's
war work in traditionally male jobs thus reinforcing pre-war women's roles and
socially prescribed forms of femiriiriity."These double messages were essential for
legitimizing the decision by Can Car management, in keeping with national and
international trends, to hire as many as 2,707 women at the peak of war production,
(40 per cent of the total 6,760 employees), and to dismiss all but 3 female plant
floor workers at the war's end.
The last 25 years of feminist scholarship concerning the impact of World War
JI on the status of women has recognized the necessity of distinguishing between
the narrow, uniform depictions of women's war work found within war propaganda
and women's lived experiences. Research focusing on the realities of women's
4
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Canadian government policies on war propaganda. We will deal in later work with the
question of how women understood and represented their own work identities and experiences both within Aircrafter and in the oral histories we are collecting as part of a larger oral
history project on women's work at Can Car during World War II. We do not intend to leave
the impression that we consider the management representations of women's war work as
an accurate description of how the women workers understood their experiences. Rather,
our intent is to understand the values underlying the prescribed roles for women as distinct
from, but interconnected with, the diversity of women's lived experiences. A similar
methodological approach is used in Nationalising Femininity, a study of British War
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working lives during the war emphasizes the diversity of such experience. It is
important to explore how the women workers negotiated the politics of the
workplace and how they were situated within such social/historical constructs as
gender, class, race, ethnicity, sexuality, family, and region. Whether focusing
primarily upon the propaganda or the lived experiences, this revisionist scholarship
largely concludes that women's participation in war work did not radically change
the social value placed upon women in the labour force either during or at the end
of the war; in fact there was a renewed vigour in the post-war era to reinforce the
middle-class ideal of the breadwinning husband and housekeeping wife. As Sugiman argues in her analysis of gender politics at a Toronto autoplant during the war
years, "[i]n confining women to specific jobs in the plants, in regarding them as
temporary labour, and in presenting their employment as a purely patriotic mission,
employers never fully relinquished the image of women as secondary wage earners,
undeserving of full rights in the workplace."
Swanson, eds., "Introduction," in Nationalising Femininity: Culture, Sexuality and Cinema
in World War Two Britain (Manchester 1996), 1. By focussing on Can Car management's
usé QÎAircrafter to construct images of female plant workers we are presenting a dimension
of the ideological atmosphere which the female plant workers would have to negotiate as
part of their daily working lives.
For an excellent summary of the debates within scholarship between 1972 and 1991
concerning the extent to which World War II radically altered the status of women within
the paid labour force both during and after the war, as well as the impact upon individual
women's lives, see Valerie Endicott, '"Woman's Place [Was] Everywhere:' A Study of
Women Who Worked in Aircraft Production in Toronto During the Second World War,"
MA thesis, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 1991.
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position ing in the labour force see El len Scheinberg, "The Tale of Tess ie the Texti te Worker:
Female Textile Workers in Cornwall During World War II," Laboitr/Le Travail, 33 (Spring
1994). Scheinberg argues that liberal historians, including feminist scholars, have tended to
assume that the war opened doors for women to leave the domestic sphere and enter the
industrial workforce largely because of attitudinal changes on the part of a patriarchal
government, management and union. However, Scheinberg's regional case study breaks
down this generalization of women's war work experiences, "While Canadian middle-class
women may have had the luxury to work during the war for patriotic reasons or to escape
the confines of the home, as the early feminists argue, their working-class counterparts
enjoyed no such choice, for individuals' choices are shaped by market forces. It was therefore
economic necessity, rather than a change in attitudes, domestic ideology, or egalitarian
rhetoric at the state level that dictated the occupational decisions of most women who worked
during this period," 155. A preliminary analysis of our interviews suggests that most of the
women employed at Can Car were also involved in paid labour prior to the war. As an
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Canadian scholarship on government and popular media representations of
women's war work concludes that pre-war definitions of femininity, excluding
women from paid labour, were reinforced throughout the war despite propaganda
-praising and encouraging women's participation in the workplace. As Ruth Roach
Pierson's landmark studies concerning Canadian war propaganda have revealed,
"women's obligation to work in wartime was the major theme, not women's right
to work."10 Susan Bland points out that while advertising in Macleans magazine
during the war did "not underestimate the contributions and sacrifices made by war
workers, we are continually reminded that thèse women have feminine qualities."
According to Yvonne Matthews-Klein, wartime films produced by the National
Film Board (NFB) "establish limits to women's full participation in the labour force
which arise out of an underlying, and fixed, notion of what is appropriate feminine
behaviour... \"n Matthews-Klein's description of how the post-war National Film
Board depicted women also holds true for Canadian propaganda during the war:
"women were the object of a complex and confused series of double messages.
Flattered and assured of their immense, if undefined power, women were simulta13

neously trivial ized at every opportunity. " Despite such extensive research worldwide on the topic of the war's impact on women's actual and prescribed roles in
the labour force, the ambiguity of these mixed messages within diverse texts and
contexts demands continued unravelling.
Before discussing Aircrafter itself, we will provide a brief description of the
inter-war prescribed roles for women and the realities of their work situation during
the Depression, and also a brief history of both Fort William and Canadian Car and
Foundry to provide a regional context. While the primary focus of this paper is the
ex ampl e of recent scholarship focussing on the tensions between representation s of Canadian
women ' s war work and 1 ived ex periences based on oral histori es within a particular reg ional
and industrial context, see also Susanne Klauscn, "The Plywood Girls: Women and Gender
Ideology at the Port Albemi Plywood Plant, 1942-1991," Labow/Le Travail, 41 (Spring
1998), 199-235; and David Sobe! and Susan Meurer, Working at Jnglis: The Life and Death
of a Canadian Factory (Toronto 1994). Such scholarship builds upon the path-breaking
research by Ruth Milkman in her analysis of the impact of World War II on the status of
women in the workforce in the United States, Gender at Work: The Dynamics of Job
Segregation by Sex During World War 11 (Chicago 1987).
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gendered construction of femininity and women's work in Aircrafter, our analysis
also seeks to make visible related dimensions of class and ethnicity. As will be
argued below, these are largely masked by the democratic and egalitarian language
of the paper which aimed to create a unified work force for the war effort. However,
beneath this mask lies a presumption of Anglo-Canadian, middle-class notions of
femininity which shape the representations of women and women's work in the
newspaper.14
Inter-War Prescribed Roles for Women
To recognize in war propaganda the continuity of inter-war gender ideology
concerning women and work we must first of all establish the nature of this gender
ideology. The call for women to enter wartime industry during World War I resulted
in few changes to the middle-class Victorian ideal of women's natural and moral
role as guardian of the family and home within the private sphere. In her study of
Canadian women's work experience and identity in the context of the small town
of Peterborough from 1920 to 1960, Joan Sangster points out that "this sexual
division of labour was sustained and reinforced by ideological representations of
femininity and masculinity and by an image of the nuclear, male breadwinner
family as the ideal."1 The economic conditions of the mid-1920s allowed this ideal
to be put into practice as more men earned a large enough wage to support a family
on one income. '
The Depression of the 1930s reversed this situation and increasing numbers of
married and unmarried women faced the necessity of finding paid labour. Social
adherence to the prescribed role of the male breadwinner resulted in public debates
concerning women's proper sphere. According to Margaret Hobbs, even many of
the defenders of women's place in the labour force argued not for women's right
to work, but rather that women had no choice but to work since the Depression
In our larger research project, we arc currently exploring the actual class/ethnic/racial
makeup of the women hired at Can Car and the extent to which these aspects of identity
were significant for the workers.
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period in The New Day Recalled: Lives of Girls and Women in English Canada, 19191939 (Toronto 1988), 49. Strong-Boag points out that it was understood that daughters from
both middle- and low-income families would need to work for a short time before marriage,
and as such certain jobs were designated as "feminine" and thus sufficiently respectable to
ensure that ayoung woman's chances of marriage were not damaged. The low pay associated
with these respectable jobs assumed that the unmarried women received room and board
under their fathers' roofs. The marriage bar assumed that once a respectable woman married,
all paid labour stopped.
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interfered with the proper role of fathers and husbands earning the income necessary
to keep women in their proper domestic sphere of unpaid labour.17 Hobbs points
out that these defenders of women workers drew upon the same "stock of traditional
images of femininity" as those who opposed women as wage earners.
Sangster argues that while women negotiated the dominant images in various
ways according to their diverse lived experiences, there were "common factors that
shaped their views of work: the exposure of young girls to a rigid sexual division
of labour especially in domestic life; a cultural view of extended education being
of limited useparticularly for girls; and the socialization of children to a familial
ideology of obligation and respect for authority."1 Also included in these social
values, and of particular relevance to the later representations of women's war
work, was the "image of female technological incompetence and male competence."20
The mass circulating magazines which would later celebrate women's war
work were the same magazines which during the 1930s reinforced the ideology of
female domesticity in the private sphere. Sangster nicely summarizes the ideals of
womanhood portrayed in the inter-war popular culture as follows:
The emphasis on fulfillment through heterosexual romance, on domesticity as a female
career goal, and the portrayal of motherhood as an expression of women's maturity, indeed
as an expression of her natural abilities, were continuing themes in the media throughout
the interwar period, despite the dislocation of the Great Depression and an increased
incidence of married working women.
It is ironic that, only a decade before the Canadian government was again
encouraging women to enter the labour force, the popular culture of the 1930s
reinforced the ideology of feminine domesticity, and public debates raged over the
right of women to work during a period when economic reality necessitated
women's participation in the paid labour force for their own and their families'
survival. Canadian World War tl propaganda would have to take into account the
legacy of fear left by the 1930s that "femaleness itself was a potential cause for
suspicion in the workforce of the Depression."22
Can Car in Regional Context
While little historical research exists on the status of women in the city of Fort
William, it is reasonable to assume that the female population would also have had
17
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to negotiate the same dominant ideology of femininity as the small-town women
of Peterborough described by Sangster. However, a major regional difference
affecting women's work identities and experiences was Peterborough's location in
southern Ontario. It was closer to large economic centres, while Fort William
remained largely isolated due to its location in the northwestern Ontario region.23
Canadian women as a whole working in war industry shared in common with the
city an ambiguity of representation in Canadian war propaganda. On the one hand,
they were praised as essential to not only the Canadian but also the world-wide
allied war effort. On the other hand, embedded within this praise was the underlying
assumption of their so-called inherent natural state of marginalization from the
marketplace, a state to which both would return after the war — women because
they naturally belonged to the private sphere of the home; and Fort William because
of its geographic isolation from the largest Canadian and American urban centres.
Out of necessity, both had nobly risen to the occasion, but were expected to return
to their proper isolated positions after the war.
The importance of the Canadian Car and Foundry plant to the area's economy
during World War n made it a key player in the construction of workers' identities
around the issues of gender, class, and ethnicity since its large workforce brought
together the diverse elements of the community under one very large roof. 4 The
Lakehead was hit particularly hard by the Depression in relation to the rest of the
country.25 A major contributor to the Lakehead's economic recovery was war-re23

A common theme in historical studies of Thunder Bay is the tension between its central
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of work, a full 10 per cent worse than the average for urban Canada
No other Northern
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lated manufacturing, especially the re-opening of the Canadian Car and Foundry
Plant in 1937. Can Car, based in Montréal, was established in 1909. While the Fort
William plant thrived during World War I, a lack of post-war business persuaded
the Montréal head office to close the plant from 1921 to 1937. In 1937, the intention
was for Can Car to start up again modestly by building small aircraft and hiring
approximately "100 people a year from 1939 to 1946." As one might anticipate,
few of these employees were expected to be women. The first female employee
hired after 1921 was Peggy Hampton who filled the traditional female job of
secretary-to-the plant manager. A notable exception to the typical gender segregation of the workplace was Elsie Gregory MacGill, hired in 1938 as Can Car's chief
engineer and head of wartime production through the early war years.2
A key player in helping Can Car become an important war industry was C. D.
Howe, Port Arthur's federal MP, who was also Canada's Minister of Munitions and
Supply.27 Howe, along with the Can Car president, managed to persuade the British
government that Fort William was neither too remote nor lacking in skilled labour
to be able to produce top quality military aircraft for the Royal Air Force.28 To
fulfill such.an order, obviously the original modest hiring proposal of 1937 would
not be sufficient and widi Lakehead men enlisting in the Canadian armed forces,
women would also have to be hired for jobs other than clerical. At Can Car's
production peak, the plant's workforce numbered 6,760,40 per cent of whom were
women working at almost every stage of production.29

Ontario community experienced jobless rates as high as the Lakehead in 1931." SeeTronrud,
"Building the Industrial City," in Thunder Bay From Rivalry to Unity, 113.
Burkowski, Can-Car, 6, 23, 28, 45. MacGill and her contributions to the war effort took
on heroic and legendary proportions in a wartime comic book entitled "The Queen of the
Hurricanes." (True Comics, No. 8 Jan. 1942,117-21.) However, she had left Can Car to set
up her own private engineering practice in Toronto by the time A ircra/ter was in publication.
See Pamela Wakewich, "Queen of the Hurricanes: Elsie Muriel Gregory MacGill - 19051980," in S. Cook and K. O'Rourke, eds., A Century Stronger (Toronto: McGill-Queen's
Press, forthcoming). No reference was made to MacGill and her role at Can Car in the
Aircrafter newspapers in our collection, although she is remembered by some of the women
who worked at the plant. Part of our larger research project includes archival research on
Elsie MacGill's early career at Can Car and situating her within the prescribed roles for, and
lived experiences of, the other women working at the plant.
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Burkowski, Can-Car, 49, 53. For an illustrated study of the aircraft produced by Can Car
during the 1930s and 1940s, also see David Kemp, "Can-Car: The Aviation Years," Papers
and Records, 22 (1994), 59-68.
29
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Can Car's Wartime Newspaper, Aircrafter
A fascinating dimension of Aircrafter as a company newspaper regulating representations of women as war workers is the fact that it was created specifically for
the wartime needs of the plant in the last year of the war. While the newspaper was
produced for only a very brief point in time, the wartime rhetoric and images of
women must be read within the broader historical context of company newspapers
as a whole to understand why the newspaper was chosen as a mechanism for
disseminating state and corporate propaganda and also to examine the regionally
Unique features of the paper.
During the inter-war decades, to minimize both government and union intervention in profit-making, company management used plant newspapers "to present
the employment relationship in a familial and mutually supporting guise." Along
with the rhetoric of the harmonious family were the gender ideals of the breadwinning husband and the housekeeping wife. In her analysis of the Westclox manufacturing plant in Peterborough, Joan Sangster describes how the company newspaper
Tic Talk, introduced by management during the late 1930s, "promoted a vision of
Westclox as a family, and in doing so, reinforced certain images of women's and
men's gendered work and family roles."
Ironically, the family rhetoric intended to prevent the government from interfering with management control over workers arid production was later used by the
Government to control management and workers for wartime production needs.32
Whereas before the war company management represented the paternal heads of
family, during the war the Government took over the role of the patriarch to ensure
harmonious relations among the family dependents — management and workers.
As part of its policy to control public information the Government regulated not
only public newspapers but company newspapers as well as one mechanism by
which to spread the state version of "family harmony." The Labour-Management
30

Margaret E. McCallum, "Corporate Welfarism in Canada, 1919-39," Canadian Historical
Review, 121(1990), 71. "In reading their company paper or participating in company sports
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bonuses or for honouring long-service employees, workers and their families shared in
affirmations of the existing order." (72)
3
' Joan Sangster, "The Softbal I So lution : Female Workers, Male M anagers and the Operation
of Paternalism at Westclox, 1923-1960," Labour/Le Travail, 32 (1993), 194.
32
See Peter S. Mclnnis, "Teamwork for Harmony: Labour-Management Production Committees and the Post-war Settlement in Canada," Canadian Historical Review, 77 (September 1996), 317-352. Mclnnis points out that World War II allowed for government
intervention on a massive scale. "Now, Ottawa held the reins of a 'command economy' and,
with it, had considerable leeway for implementing a wide range of programs for social
engineering." (318) The wartime focus of this social engineering was productivity.
For other discussions concerning the role of Canadian company newspapers as mechanisms for the ideological continuity of gender roles during the inter-war, war, and post-war
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Production Committees, established by the Government in 1942 "to encourage
teamwork and harmony among competing interests in the workplace" and counter
"wartime problems of worker absenteeism and low industrial productivity," published their own monthly newsletter entitled Teamwork for Victory, When the
wartime labour reserve was exhausted by 1943, the Canadian Government "found
it necessary to develop mechanisms to guarantee 'maximum production and
harmonious relations.' The terms 'teamwork,' 'harmony,' and 'cooperation* proliferate throughout government literature, as if officials hoped these invocations.
themselves couldinvokesuch reality."34 It isat this point during the war that Can
Car management received permission to use newsprint, a restricted resource, for
the purpose of publishing.its company newspaper.35 In line with Government
propaganda as a whole, Can Car's Aircrafter would use the same family rhetoric;
however, for the duration of the war, "family" would change to allow the temporary
aberration of women's proper place being in the warplant as well as in the home.
As a regional wartime newspaper, Can Car's Aircrafter proudly proclaimed
itself, on its masthead, a paper "published for and by employees of Canadian Car
and Foundry Co., Limited, Fort William, Ontario.""16 The phrase "for and by" bears
close examination in terms of its connotations. While a section of the paper was
dedicated to department news provided by the employees, much of the paper was
tightly monitored by management. According to Gordon Burkowski's history of
Can Car, Aircrafter was "the most ambitious Company sponsored newspaper ever
to be produced" at the plant and its eight pages "became everyone's Monday
evening reading."37 Every week, from 7 May 1944 to 11 August 1945, employees
were handed a copy of the paper at the gate as they exited the plant. Certainly, one
major reason for the paper was to shape employee attitudes to meet the needs of
both the Fort William managers and the Montréal head office. Russell was replaced
as Manager of both the plant and the newspaper by his assistant, W. O. Will.3 The
câitoi, R. M. Walker, had been employed by the town newspaper until he enlisted
in 1939 and served for two and a half years. He was also a city alderman for three
years.3 The editorials were generally not signed. However, given the periodic
references to events in Montréal, it would appear that some of the editorials
originated from the head office.
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Aircrafter reflects the final fifteen months of Can Car's war production after
it had shifted from building planes for Britain to building planes for the United
States. In May 1942, about 6 months after Pearl Harbor, Can Car obtained the
contract to build 1000 Curtiss Helldivers for the American navy.40 Two years later,
in May 1944, Aircrafter began its run. Management's two central goals of every
Aircrafter issue appeared to be the maintenance of high productivity from the plant
workers, especially as the war's end drew near, and also the preparation of the work
force for the post-war economy. Canadian war propaganda had primarily linked
Canada to its symbolic mother country, Britain. When Can Car started building for
the United States, the Canadian government and industry had to create a form of
propaganda that created familial links with the Americans — as Britain was mother,
the Americans were cousins, especially after VE day, May 1945. As early as July
1944, the National Film Board of Canada created the film "Fortress Japan" to
demonstrate Canada's part in the allied war effort against Japan in the Pacific.
To ensure all employees remained working at full capacity for the Americans
as they had done for the British, Aircrafter presented themes very much in line with
Canadian government propaganda as a whole — while differences do exist among
people based on region, sex, class, and race, those differences can and must be put
aside, not only for the greater good of the local community, but for Canada, the
Allies, and the world.4 Despite "the internal differences of the nation — of class,
gender and so on — the most important divide was between ... democracy and
fascism." However, a wartime official rhetoric needed to be developed for the
"management of internal divisions in relation to an external picture of unity."44
As discussed above, two key rhetorical devices to keep all workers focused on
constant production for the war effort were the words "teamwork" and "family."
These were intended to work on a variety of levels involving constructions of
gender, class, and race — what Ruth Roach Pierson refers to as "egalitarian
rhetoric" and Gledhill and Swanson describe as "a rhetoric of 'equality'."45 All
differences were to be put aside for the common cause of the war effort. Management presented Can Car as a family, not only in itself but also in connection to the
rest of the world. Together, they must transcend differences based on sex, class,
religion, and race to end the war and create one big happy harmonious global family.
40
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As one Aircrafter editorial states, the purpose of the war is to fight to ensure the
right kind of world after the war— to "fight to build sound homes, a sound family
in the nation and a sound family of nations."4
Aircrafter Front and Editorial Pages
Our analysis of the depictions of women's war work in Aircrafter begins with the
recognition that various textual styles and images may be "encoded with subtexts
or secondary meaning systems" capable of containing-Contradictory messages.
By critically "decoding" these texts and subtexts, the means by which ideological
continuity concerning prescriptions of femininity is achieved becomes more transparent. Beginning with the Front and Editorial pages, we will discuss typical
examples of the image of women's work as central to the war effort, and by contrast,
examples of those images emphasizing the middle-class ideology concerning
women's "feminine" and decorative role in the workplace. Both types of representations contained the underlying message of the middle-class expectation of
women returning, after the war, to their ideal role as housewives guarding the family
which in turn guards the community, country and world—an exemplar that ignored
the inter-war realities of women in the paid labour force. Consequently, Aircrafter
readership was presented with mixed messages concerning the value placed upon
women in the workforce.48
Aircrafter, 4 November 1944, 1.
Ellen McCracken, Decoding Women's Magazinesfrom Mademoiselle to Ms. (New York
1993), 4. McCracken's theoretical framework draws on the analysis of gendered representations in cultural studies, with special reference to advertising. Her work is influenced
by the writings of such key scholars as Erving Goffman, Roland Barthes, John Berger, and
Laura Mulvey. While we make use of some of the theoretical insights from this field, we
use this work cautiously in recognition of historical context. McCracken is focussing on
women's magazines, outside of the context of war, at a time when companies had much
greater freedom to construct their images for the primary purpose of profit-making. It is
essential to keep in mind that during wartime, governments had the power to supercede the
private needs of industry and use all forms of media and the representations within them for
their own ideological purposes. Texts must be "decoded" within their historical context,
48
A similar point is made concerning British representations of wartime women factory
workers by Penny Summerfield in her article '"The girl that makes the thing that drills the
hole that holds the spring.. .*: Discourses of Women and Work in the Second World War,"
in Nationalising Femininity, 42. According to Summerfield, the "stress on the special steps
needed to protect and enhance femininity in the war context emphasized both that women
were crossing into masculine territory and that this was exceptional and temporary. Commentators who celebrated women's war participation communicated the same idea in official
and semi-official publications. Their stress on the heroism of women's war participation
contributed to the construction of the war effort as masculine, and their reassurances to their
readers that the individual women they described had in fact not deserted femininity
emphasized the limited and temporary nature of that participation."
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One of the clearest examples of the depiction of women's war work as central
is the Saturday 26 August 1944 issue dedicated to Labour Day. The front page
picture (figure 1) demonstrates the recurring theme of emphasizing both Fort
William's and women's roles in the big picture while at the same time highlighting
how such "naturally" marginalized players have risen above their usual place
simply because of the war.
Symbolizing the insignia of the U.S. navy, the above picture in composite shows the
Canadian Car and Foundry Company plant at Fort William in production of the Curtiss
Wright Helldiver, now known as the "Navy's Sunday Punch." From the little lady in the top
of the picture who has been taught to do a welding job, to the R.C.A.F. who carry out their
job of inspection, from all components to armaments. To the engine which is installed and
tested, then thefinalassembly line, thence to the test pilots who put the ship through its final
test in the air. — This is the Canadian Car and Foundry Company at Fort William, and no
fitting picture could be made of these proceedings emblazoned within the U.S. Navy Star,
which will carry this ship to the battle fronts of the world. Fort William should be proud of
this link between our cousins across our invisible border — proud of the fact that we here
in Fort William have been chosen, of all the factories throughout Canada to build the
Helldiver ... Let us pause for a moment and think of our boys who were trapped at Hong
Kong, what better retribution could we ask than that this ship be the means of defeating the
wily Jap — slapping him down once and for all, never again to have the audacity to think
that he could master the people who fed him in his starvation, who taught him in his
ignorance, who educated him when he had desires to live as human beings should live. We
here in Canada have a debt to pay, and how better can we pay it than by providing Helldivers
for the Navy to sign on the dotted line for us.49
Although the text and picture draw special attention to the woman worker, the
emphasis upon the lone female figure suggests that she represents all women
workers. Consequently, characterizing this woman as a nameless, generic "little
lady," with the suggestion that she has had no previous experience with such
difficult mechanical work until taught specifically for the war effort, also sends the
message that her small stature and inexperience typify all women war workers. This
image also assumes a contrast to the "typical" male worker who is presumed to be
physically large and mechanically adept, an assumption, as Sangsterhas noted, also
belonging to the inter-war period. The diversity of women and women's work
histories and experiences are reduced to a singular stereotype. By contrast, male
workers are generally pluralized in the text, thereby entrenching the assumption
that the normal workplace is made up of a diverse group of men. Praise of the
woman worker appears to be based upon a sense of wonder that she is there at all;
similarly, Fort William's pride of place is based upon a sense of wonder that the
town was selected above so many other possible places to be an important site of
war production.
Aircrafter, 26 August 1944, 1.
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U. S. NAVY STAR OVER FORT WILLIAM
Figure 1. Labour Day front-page picture highlighting Can Car's "Little Lady" welder
working on the Curtiss Helldiver for the United States, Aircrafter, 26 August 1944.
Also included on the front page are letters from various American and
Canadian military leaders thanking working men and women for their efforts
without which victory would be impossible. Similar kinds of letters or quotes from
officials were frequently published in Aircrafter issues. In the Labour Day issue,
this careful attention to both male and female workers is continued in the editorial,
though again underlying the egalitarian rhetoric is the marginalization of women's
work as somehow an afterthought, auxiliary and temporary. The congratulatory
letters on the front page are listed in the editorial as evidence that "much credit is
due to these men who have manned the lathes, poured molten metal, or in any way

